
 

There is one popular song by Disney about "Hey, do you want to build a tree house with me?" A new version of this song was created for the film Winnie the Pooh. The song is titled "Trees Grow High". Check out the lyrics below! Do you want to build a treehouse with me? I will climb up high into the sky, where I think I might be able to see some stars. The trees grow high around us- like they're
singing our names- cute little friends that life has brought us. Maybe we could see how many colours there are in this world, and how they each make their own little show for everyone who's looking up at night. Up here everything is tucked in tight. There are no signs of the world that I've left behind. We can light a fire underneath us, and pretend that it's the sun. We'll make all the wishes we've ever
made come true, if you'd like to come along with me... Up here nothing hurts, and no one cries. The wind blows through your hair as it sings a lullaby to send you off to sleep. I never thought that I would see you again, but now that I have found someone who cares for me, I'm never going to let them go... And if you want to come with me, hey, come on up. Maybe we can make our dream tree house
our home one day. I think that wherever I go if you are there, everything will be all right... Up here nothing hurts, and no one cries. The wind blows through your hair as it sings a lullaby to send you off to sleep. I never thought that I would see you again because I knew you might leave me behind... but now that I've found someone who cares for me, I'm never going to let them go... And if you want to
come with me, hey, come on up. Maybe we can make our dream tree house our home one day. The seventh edition of the Brazilian Rock in Rio music festival featured in its line-up the Brazilian rock band Titãs and the American rock group The Beach Boys performing their "Pet Sounds" (1966) album in its entirety, for the first time ever. Part of the show was broadcast live on July 20 by Rede
Record through its YouTube channel. The event took place on September 20, 2012 at Cidade do Rock, located in the city of Rio de Janeiro's Barra da Tijuca neighborhood. This would be Brian Wilson's first concert appearance in Brazil. The band performs a medley of "Pet Sounds" tracks including the hit single "God Only Knows", as well as other songs from the album such as "I Just Wasn't Made
for These Times" and "(God Only Knows) Why Can't I Be Your Baby?". The performance was arranged by Brazilian musicians Pedro Scooby and Walter Afonso Alves, better known as Reis do Rock. The show was credited to Beach Boys Roman Romanus, Chipao Chipao, Mauro Miriatti, Gui Gui which toured Brazil in support of the event.

There are various Disney movies where various characters sing parts of the song throughout the film.
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